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1.THEME(S) 
(In my body of work) an architectural design is a process that starts with 'to dream' a Poetic Image 
(the Embryo of the design) in the landscape,
subsequently becoming 'to make' (techné) in the real matter of the world.
In the landscape, techné invigorates / contaminates the poetic image of an architecture.
The intention of the maker (me?) is to reach poiesis in its classic Greek connotation, which is:
to make, in the first place,
and by doing so,
possibly: to reach poetics.

RESEARCH QUESTION: How and to what extent is 
to make' the invigorator of 'to dream' in the act of making architecture?
SUBQUESTION(S) How and to what extent is 'to make' the invigorator of 'to dream' in the act of

making my own body of work as an architect ?
Make…Dream How and to what extent can the 'to make/to dream' in my own body of work 

be(come) new original communicable knowledge for architectural practice
in general?

TIMING DESCRIPTION (SUB)THEME MEDIUM/METHOD CONTEXT
MY ADJACENT MY ADJACENT MY ADJACENT

DESIGNS ARCHITECTS WRITERS

2. RESEARCH BY PROJECT 
3 CYCLES (Design Perspective)

CYCLE 1: TALES FROM THE SUBCONSCIOUS: TO (RE)MAKE DESIGNS
CYCLE 2: CONSCIOUS TALES: TO MAKE NEW DESIGNS
CYCLE 3: NEW KNOWLEDGE (Ph.D MOMENT)

CYCLE 1: TALES FROM POETIC IMAGE + LANDSCAPE

THE SUBCONSCIOUS
2010 Re - Design Why? subconscious > past (designs) by definition

Meadow 1. to exhaust pre-experienced but not finalized design
    processes:  to investigate GAPS to be bridged:
    - GAP 1: embodied connection with dimension + scale 
      of the 'outer' Landscape (see bLOG)  - Master Builders < > Landscape?
      outer = outside my body

    - GAP 2: mental connection with my spatial intelligence 
      (Leon van Schaïk) = my 'inner' Landscapes (see bLOG)
      inner = inside my soul (as the unique resident of my body)

    - GAP 3: to connect 'outer' with 'inner' Landscapes
 

    to (be able to) experience the Landscape as Cradle

2. to generate design(ed) output = input for new designs
    in CYCLE 2
    - for my future practice
    - for architectural practice as a whole

Why to design? to 'text' = to circumscribe, to describe (too many metaphors)
(instead of  i.e.   to make = better (for me, in architecture)
to write?) to make in the first place (poiesis)

> to describe afterwards or
> to describe in a parallel process (see bLOG). 
   > writing as a servant of the design process.
   > writing as co-analyser

Which projects? I chose 3 projects (3 'Takes') 
Design Cycle 1

Why these? firstly:
  - to cover relevant areas of my own body of work from  
    which this research starts, based on my CSI 
  - those projects that confront the research topic 
    
secondly:
to approach the research topic from different angles /
differentiation of the test circumstances:  
  - more methological strength to the research process 
  - makes research output less vulnerable / more relevant  

    further refinement / differentiation of test circumstances:
    - TAKE 1: built / not  CSI-ed (contraction 3 old designs)
    - TAKE 2: non-built / CSI-ed 
    - TAKE 3: built / CSI-ed 
    - TAKE 4: non-built / not CSI-ed: appeared irrelevant here

Where? In an imaginary landscape = contraction of two existing 
landscapes.

Why there? these landscape typologies are constitutive components of 
my local outer landscape
> THE PLACE WHERE I LIVE

these settings are constitutive parts of my inner landscape
> THE (ARCHITECTURAL) PERSON I AM

TAKE 1: THE HIDDEN ROOM
Woodland HORIZONTAL + EMBEDDED + LAYING DOWN + HEAVY landscape sketches VD Adolf Loos Aldo Rossi

to re-design the contraction of three older designs into  brick technology drawings 1/50 > 1/1 DP-VM Edwin Lutyens John Ruskin
one new design on a real site: the 'Nukerke site'. architectural detail scale models 1/10>1/1 B-M Aldo Rossi ('tomb') Peter Zumthor
> cradled by the LANDSCAPE by DIGGING VDM-DW Gunnar Asplund A. Pérez-Gomez
   poiesis = to make with ground as building material DK-B Louis Kahn Adolf Loos
   (excavation and/or cave) and brick technology (the mason)  … AmateurArch.Studio Bernard Tschumi
GROTTO

see bLOG GAP 1 + GAP 2
  

Invigoration

CONTAMINATION:
Starting point = 250M3

Drydock v
Slipway INVIGORATION: JVDB/Added Value/
Tunneloven FIRST INVIGORATION: THE SETTING (CRADLE) Conditions Magazine,04/10
Brick Techno SECOND INVIGORATION: THE STRUCTURE (BONE)
John Soane THIRD INVIGORATION: THE FACADE (SKIN)

Grandmotherhouse TAKE 2: GRANDMOTHER landscape scale models 1/50 RAB 1a + 1b Stafkirken
Studio Graphic VERTICAL + LEVITATION + ERECTION + LIGHT
Zeppelin Plane memories of long walks in this Landscape, December 1981, timber work structure sketches RAB1
Science looking over ridges of hill after hill canvas skin on lightweight frame drawings 1/50 > 1/1 Kremlin
Kayak LONGING FOR skin Louis Kahn      

on a real site (S) detail Japanese Pagode

 > ERECTING from the cradling LANDSCAPE
   poiesis = to make with structure (the carpenter)

CONTAMINATION: 
Starting point = the limiting hillside, making it impossible
to see the next village, and the 'Roof of Clouds' that is
residing there, waiting there to been seen … . 

INVIGORATION:
FIRST INVIGORATION: THE SETTING (CRADLE)  
SECOND INVIGORATION: THE STRUCTURE (BONE)
THIRD INVIGORATION: THE FACADE (SKIN)

HouseClouds TAKE 3: HOUSE WITH A ROOF OF CLOUDS concrete drawings 1/50 > 1/10 DSW Christian Kérez Kengo Kuma
GOING HOME, COMING TOGETHER (SYNTHESIS) technology scale model 1/10 Lacaton-Vasal Toyo Ito

building site Peter Zumthor
planning Juliaan Lampens
interiorised
landscape

Intermediary conclusion:
Takes 1,2,3 provide new knowledge about the investigated sub-themes 

       that will serve the investigation of the research question
through the making of the New Designs (cfr. infra)

  

2011 To make CYCLE 2:  TECHNé --- POIESIS

New Designs CONSCIOUS TALES
The Cyclus is an epic work, a designed section through the Landscape, spanning the four stages of life as well as
the section of my own -now profoundly reviewed and renewed- body of work:
nosing through a life as an architect … .

The Cycle 2 TAKE 1: 'The Womb' a narrative
TAKE 2: 'The Ivy-grown becoming of Age' a series of paintings



                                                                                                                                         

drawings 1/50 > 1/1
scale model 1/50

TAKE 3: 'The Face' sketches
technical drawings

TAKE 4: 'No One Knows I'm Gone' sketches
technical drawings

2012 Final Design Ph.D MOMENT SYNTHESIS
PH.D Moment


